Chinese and Western Combinations
Sagittarius (Rat) Month
Combination with Boar Year:
"Witness" Jupiter, Fire, Mutable
"Cultivator" Yin-Negative Water
Characteristics:
Contradiction,
Reason,
Boarheadedness, Honesty, Solicitude, Materialism,
Culture, Gourmandism, Carelessness, Valor,
Vacillation, Bad
Manners, Sincerity, Credulity,
Hesitation, Honor, Gallantry, Openhandedness,
Recklessness,
Wrath,
Cheerfulness,
Scrupulousness, Outspokenness, Voluptuousness

This combination’s exceptional abilities of observation originate from the fact that they
are artists; well-liked artists at that. Their forte in the aesthetic arena is social
commentary. They find and reveal the weaknesses of society, but generally do this in
a humorous manner. In addition they do not mind showing that they are human and
deserving of some social irreverence as well. The Sagittarius-Boar appears to be
above the fray. They are, after all, also principled and moral. Moral condemnation
cannot touch them and consequently their reputation is excellent. They have fantastic
vision when it comes to their surroundings and distance themselves from unsavory
issues. Their vision is so acute that the Sagittarius-Boar can see patterns and
tendencies when others cannot. They are honest and straight forward as well as
trustworthy and that is the source of their popularity. In additional they have a true
interest in other people. The result is often the brightest star in the galaxy. Their
popularity extends far and wide and no one seems to be paranoid or suspicious of
them. They are exceedingly popular even though often they are not the most
physically attractive of people. It is simply that they are caring and kind individuals and
their moral principles shine through their physical nature.
Romance: The primary motive for marriage in this combination is generally respect;
especially respect of the intellect. A partner for the Sagittarius-Boar must have that. In
addition, since they are enormously humorous, a partner needs to have a sense of
humor to match. The Sagittarius-Boar falls in love and gets married and generally that
is for keeps. They are kind and giving to all, especially their families. It is possible they
might stray a bit, but that is generally for reasons other than love and is probably more
intellectual than sexual. If they do stray, they are exceptionally careful.
Relationships: To be avoided for compatibility in this combination are Gemini, Virgo
and Pisces-Snakes. Further combinations that do not make the list are GeminiRoosters as well as Virgo-Monkeys. An excellent low maintenance selection for love is

the Rabbit who has a peaceful nature. Of the Rabbits, the best selections are the
Aries, Leo, Libra or Aquarius. Additional good choices are Leo and Aquarius-Rams.
Family Life: Everything in their home has a function, purpose and place. As parents
they are giving and that is true even of time that is so precious to the Sagittarius-Boar.
In addition to love, this combination finds their children fascinating and loves to
observe them and their interactions as they do enjoy observing everyone. The
Sagittarius-Boar needs a home that is compatible with their work. They are
exceptionally busy people. They are not concerned about impressing people with
luxury, style or décor. They do like objects that have meaning for them in their
surroundings, but their primary function is working and that means not just at their
formal work place but at home as well. Their desk will be in the place that is the most
efficient for them and that is their byword – efficiency.
Likelihood: This combination might be a musician or standup comedian. They have
success written all over their persona in this area. They laugh at themselves and
make others laugh, but are always tasteful in their humor. As a boss they are always
just and giving as well as understanding. There is a perfectionist inside this
combination though, so those who work for them must be ready to toe the line. The
Sagittarius-Boar has many professional choices. It is likely that their choice will be
something in the field of art because of their excellent creative aptitude. But that
creative aptitude can be located in many different fields of creativity. They could turn
to the field of entertainment in its many forms or other spheres where creativity is
needed; advertising for example.
Famous Sagittarius/Boars: Hector Berlioz, Noel Coward, Phil Donahue, Woody
Alien, Jules Dassin.

